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March Meeting:

BIG RAFFLE!!!
BRING THE COOKIE JAR!!!

I DON'T KNOW WHT WE'RE
GOING TO GIVE AWAY BUT
THIS WAY I DON'T HAVE TO
RE·TYPE THIS HEADLINE....

IF I get it finished, I'll bring the new
1200XL with the SmartOS feature
that lets you easily modify the as
code, a 512K battery supplied
memory upgrade that survives
power down, and an IDE HD - all
under one cover.
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ALL YOU NEED IS TO BE

THERE WITH ONE BUCK OR

MORE.

",na we may ge'l nung...y •••••

(peanut butter cookies are a

favorite amongst the Atari

folk)

And, the usual assortment of IBM junk
will be thrown in for the losers.



Stuff & Funny Stuff

Having missed the meeting last month due to a
case of the sniffles or something I find myself at a loss as to
who to pick on for this months minutes. That being the
case I am going to copy a couple of interesting articles out
of our newsletter exchange. The first item is concerning 8
Bit information that was basically stolen from the Editor of
the Frantic Antic newsletter out of that great foreign land
of Alamo, Texas.

Newsletter Editor Manual Garcia wrote an Email
letter to Hasbro Interactive to feel them out on their
stance on the rights to previously released 8-Bit Atari
software which they had just purchased from ]TS
Corporation. The following is their answer (Highly
edited) :

was still feeling fine. The doctor checked the husbands blood
pressure and pulse and was amazed at how well he was doing. At
this, they decided to try for 50%. The husband continued to feel
quite well.

Since it was obviously helping out his wife conSiderably, he
encouraged the doctor to transfer all the pain to him. The wife
delivered a healthy baby with virtually no pain. She and her
husband were ecstatic.

When they got home the mailman was dead on the front
porch.

Till Later,

Jim Moran - Secretary

Club Officers:
From HIW Support (HIW@hasbro.com) To: Manuel
Garcia

On March 16, 1998 Hasbro Interactive acquired
copyrights, trademarks, patents and other intellectual
properry assets of the Atari Div. of ]TS Corp. The Atari
properties include over 75 game properties. Hasbro
Interactive plans to release its first Atari title this fall with
Centipede for both the PC and the Sony Play Station.
Hasbro intends to develop various titles for all viable and
available game platforms - PC - CD-ROM, Sony and
Nintendo among others.
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From the above letter it appears that Hasbro is
going to keep all the rights to the 8-Bit games even there
doesn't appear to be any chance for new releases for the 8
Bit itself. Oh well!
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of Louisville, KY.

The Helpful Father

Disk Librarians:
8-Bit Glenn Fowler (510)530-7128
16/32-Bit

Special Interest Groups:
A married couple went to the hospital together to

have their first baby delivered. Upon their arrival, the
doctor said he had invented a new machine that would
transfer a portion of the mothers labor pains to the father.
He asked if they were willing to try it out, They were both
very much in favor of it.

The doctor set the knob to 10% for starters
explaining that even 10% was probably more pain than the
father had ever experienced before. But as the labor
progressed, the husband felt fine, so he asked the doctor to
go ahead and crank it up a notch. The doctor then
adjusted the machine to 20% pain transfer. The husband
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Beginners 8-Bit
Beginners Clone
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